
AP French - Summer Preparation       June -August 2015 

The most important thing you can do this summer to keep your French skills sharp and thereby to 

improve your chances of scoring well on the AP test is to expand your knowledge of French culture and 

to LISTEN, LISTEN, LISTEN.  Below is the required work as well as some optional activities that will 

help you.  You will turn in the required work during the 1
st
 week of  class. 

A.  Required Activities   

1)  Send me an e-mail (jdiamond@lps.k12.co.us) from an account that you check regularly in case I want 

to reach you over the summer.  Before sending the e-mail I want you to do two things. First, read this 

packet and second, go to the 7 Jours sur la Planète site, listen to a news story and print out a 

transcript.  The steps for doing this are found in the box at the end of this packet.  Then write me a 

quick e-mail (3-4 sentences) in French indicating that you have read it and that you were able to 

successfully access the new stories and the transcript.  Please do this as soon as you can, but no later 

than the middle of June.  (Note, this will help prepare you for the e-mail part of the exam. ) 

2)  Purchase the textbook:  AP French – Preparing for the Language and Culture Examination by 

Richard Ladd published by Pearson, copyright 2012.  This will be offered with a 1-year or 3-year 

digital course.  You only need to buy the one-year option.  Caution: Do NOT buy an earlier edition 

of the book as it prepared students for the old exam. Also, I do not recommend buying a used copy 

as it is a workbook.  If purchasing the text is a financial hardship, please contact me and I will see to 

it that you get the book. 

3)  This item will only take you a couple of hours!!!  It is in English! 

Read and take notes on the following pages in the textbook to become familiar with the different 

sections of the test.  I want you to come to class in August with a good sense of what the test is like. 

The test has 7 sections—3 multiple choice, 2 writing and 2 speaking.  The sections of the book are in 

the same order as the sections on the test.  Please read and take notes on the introduction to each section 

of the test.  The sections and page numbers are listed below.  

 1)  Read the introduction to the book/overview of the test (pp. vi-viii).  Know what the test is like!  

2)  Section 1, Part A (pp. 2-3).  This section is reading only. 

3)  Section 1, Part B (pp. 84-85).  This section includes reading and listening. 

4)  Section 1, Part C (pp. 126 & 127 plus the directions at the top of p. 128)  This is listening only. 

5)  Section 2, Part A (pp. 162-163) In this section you write an e-mail (un courriel). 

6)  Section 2, Part B (pp. 174 & 175 plus the directions at top of 176).  This is an essay in which you must 

incorporate info from a reading text, a chart or graph and a listening text on the same topic. 

7)  Section 2, Part C (pp. 197-199 plus directions at the top of 200.)  This section is a simulated conversation.  

You will hear parts of a conversation and you are to respond to the speaker appropriately.  You can 

practice this by having conversations with friends in French, especially on the phone.  Become familiar 

with the vocab at the top of p. 199.  It will be helpful. 

8)  Section 2, Part D (210-211 plus the directions at the top of pg. 212.)  In this section you will be recording 

a 2-minute presentation comparing some aspect of your culture to that of a French speaking country.  

The more familiar you are with French culture or the culture of any French-speaking country (Quebec, 

Belgium, Senegal, Morocco, Haiti, Tahiti, etc.), the better prepared you will be for this part of the exam. 

 

 



4)  50 flashcards:  Look over the vocab lists on pp. 216-223.  Choose 50 expressions that you feel 

would be most helpful for you to learn over the summer and make flashcards of those expressions. 

(You may do more if you like. )  You can use any website that allows you to make flashcards or 

you can make real ones using index cards or the small blank flashcards available at school supply or 

teacher supply stores.  The more vocab you learn, the better.  

 

5)  Verbs:  Attached is a list of ~100 of the most commonly used verbs in the language. (This is based on 

actual research of which verbs occur most in French speech and print.)  Most of them you already know 

or are at least familiar with.  I’ve divided them into “Verbes Réguliers” & “Verbes Irréguliers”. Even 

most irregular verbs fall into small groups which conjugate similarly.  (See parts B, C & D on the verb 

page.) This grouping strategy should help make the task of learning these verbs more manageable.    

You don’t have to do any specific written work with these verbs, just use whatever strategy helps you 

learn vocab best. I may give some quizzes over various groups of these over the first 6 weeks of class. 

 

6)   Listen to 8 news stories from "7 Jours sur la Planète" (about 2-3 minutes each).  (Directions for 

accessing the site are found at the end of this packet.)  You can choose any articles that interest you 

but I recommend that you choose some that will help you learn about aspects of French culture and 

the culture and history of French speaking places around the world.  This will help you on the 

cultural comparison/speaking part of the exam.  Keep notes on what topics you learn about so you 

can reference them later. 

 

Here is how I want you to do these listening activities.   

a)   Listen to the news story at least 2 times. (DO NOT look at the transcript first.)   

b)  Go to the transcript button on the left side of the screen and print out the transcript.  Then listen 

again 2-3 times following along with the transcript.  

c)  Use the transcript as a “close-reading text”—look up words that you don’t know so that you have a 

full-understanding of the text.  Mark up the text as you do with a close reading. 

d)  Pick out at least 6-8 vocabulary items that you find important--either important for 

understanding this story or important because it is a useful vocab item that you are likely to 

encounter again or a word you can use in your own writing and speech.  You may add these items 

to your collection of flash cards from above. 

 

6)  Keep a folder/notebook/binder of items 3-6 of this required work. This should include the stories 

you listen to and their transcripts, along with your vocab lists, flashcards and any other notes 

you've taken.  This folder will be due in the first 2 weeks of school. 

 

 

B.  Suggested/Optional Activities (These are more fun, I promise.) 

 

Two recommended books:  I recommend 2 good books in English to expand your cultural knowledge of 

France and how it compares to our culture. They are Sixty Million Frenchmen Can’t Be Wrong by Jean-

Benoit Nadeau and Julie Barlow published in 2003 by Sourcebooks, Inc. (ISBN # 1-4022-0045-5).  The 

second is French or Foe (ISBN # 0-9646684-2-4) by Polly Platt published in 1994 by Culture Crossings, 

LTD. You do not have to purchase these books; you may find them at the library.  The chapters that we 

will use in class are those that deal with family and education but any parts of it could be useful for the 

cultural presentation part of the exam.  Again, the more you know the better your chances.   

 

 



 

Listen to Music/Radio: Find some French music you like and put it on your iPod.  One effective 

strategy to improve listening is to follow along with the lyrics when you are listening. It is easy to find 

lyrics to French songs. Just go to Google and type in the word “paroles” followed by the title of the 

song,  You may want to include the artist. Also, you may want to find some French radio stations to 

listen to on-line.  

 

Watch movies in French: You can watch movies with either English or French subtitles.  (Yes, 

watching a familiar movie such as a Disney or Pixar movie with French and closed captioning is good.  

You can see and listen at the same time.)  Watching French movies will also enhance your cultural 

knowledge.  I will send a list of some suggested titles to you by e-mail within the next few weeks.  

 

Watch travel films/documentaries about French speaking areas – Tahiti, Belgium, Quebec, etc. 

 

Speak French any chance you get with friends, family or anytime you get a chance.  Visit “Le Central” 

or another French restaurant to get the cultural experience of a French meal and to speak French with the 

waiter.   

 

Read anything you can find in French.  Check the local library for any books or magazines, or you 

can borrow some reading materials from me.   

 

 

Directions to access the new stories on the site  7 Jours sur la planète  
The French News site  7 Jours sur la Planète is the Langue française section of TV5MONDE. (TV5 is one of 

France's major television channels.) 

1)  Go to this link http://www.tv5.org/TV5Site/7-jours/  or google "7 jours sur la planète".  When you get to the 

home page you will see 3 colored circles, A1, A2, B1, B2.  They are labeled by difficulty-- débutant, 

élémentaire, intermédiare & avancé.  These categories are the difficulty of the accompanying exercises more 

than the difficulty of the listening texts.  You should select A2 and above. 

2)   Click on one of the circles and you will get a choice of listening texts.  Choose one that is interesting to you 

and click on its title.  Then the play arrow.  

3) To get the transcript (the exact script in French of the text you hear) click on the box labeled “Transcription.”  

You can copy the text to a Word Document and print it out.  I suggest you highlight the text and enlarge the 

font as it is very small—too small to work with as a close-reading text.  

4)  It is great for your listening skills to listen to the audio a couple of times, then follow along with the transcript 

as you listen.  You will recognize much more of the text by seeing it in print as you listen.  Finally, listen again 

without the transcript. You’ll be amazed at how muchyou understand now.  

 

Merci, mes amis.  I look forward to working with you in AP.  I think the required work will take less 

than 15 hours total.  (If you want to keep a log and let me know how long you spent, that would be 

helpful information for me for the future.)  I want you to come to class ready to go but I don’t want to 

ruin your summer.  It is vacation, after all.  If you have any questions feel free to e-mail me.  Be patient, 

I will check it every few days.   

Bonnes Vacances!!  Amusez-vous bien!! 

http://www.tv5.org/TV5Site/7-jours/


AP French: Summer Work – Verbs     (*Verbs marked with an asterisk conjugate with être in the passé composé.) 

=========================================================================== 

These are the some of the most common verbs in French.  They will be critical to your success in advanced reading 

and writing.  You should know their meanings and be able to form them in the présent, passé composé & imparfait. 
 

Verbes Réguliers   

                     -er                      PP: -é -ir /iss            PP:  -i -re                   PP:  -u 
aimer= to like/love 
*arriver= to arrive/happen 
chercher = to look for 

commencer = to begin 

compter sur = to count on 

continuer = to continue 

décider de = to decide to 
demander = to ask for 

donner= to give 
*entrer= to go in 
envoyer= to send 
essayer= to try 
jouer= to play 

*monter= to go up 
montrer= to show 
parler = to speak 
*passer= to pass 
penser= to think 
porter= to wear,carry 
*rentrer= to go home 
*rester= to stay 
*retourner= to return 
sembler= to seem 
*tomber= to fall 
trouver= to find 
travailler= to work 

agir = to take action 
choisir = to choose 
élargir = to enlarge 
établir = to establish 
finir = to finish 
grandir = to grow 
réagir à = to react to  
réfléchir (à) = to think about/ to 

reflect upon 
remplir = to fill up / replenish 
réussir (à) = to succeed /pass (a 

test)  

unir / réunir = to unite/reunite 

attendre = to wait for 
défendre = to defend 

dépendre (de)  = to depend (on) 

*déscendre = to go down; get out/off 

of a car, bus, plane, etc. 

entendre = to hear 
perdre = to lose 
rendre =  to return (sthg) 
rendre visite à = to visit a person 
répondre (à) = to respond to / answer 

s’entendre  avec  =  to get along with 

vendre = to sell 

 

Verbes Irréguliers 

A.  You need to memorize all 6 forms of these 9 verbs in the present tense.  
(Look up the conjugations and meanings of these if you need to. MEMORIZE THEM. These are NO EXCUSES verbs.) 

 

 être          avoir          *aller         faire         savoir       dire         vouloir          pouvoir           valoir     

PP été            eu                allé          fait                su           dit            voulu                pu                   valu        

 

B.  Memorize the 6 forms of mettre & prendre and the verbs based on them.  These are NOT –re verbs. 
(Look up the conjugations and meanings of these.  Make flash cards or charts and memorize them.) 

 

 mettre (remettre, promettre, permettre)               prendre (apprendre, comprendre, surprendre, permettre) 

PP mis          remis       promis        permis   pris           appris          compris          surpris         permis 
 

C.  2 verbs occur only in the il form :     pleuvoir = to rain   PP: plu     &    falloir = to be necessary  PP:  fallu 
 

D.  For other irregular verbs, just memorize the je, nous & ils forms. The other forms are like them.  
The tu & je forms are alike.                  The il/elle form is like je but with a “t”.         The nous and vous forms are the same.      

Just change the –ons to –ez. 
 

(Look up the conjugations of these. Past participles are on the back.   Make flash cards or charts and memorize them.) 
*venir = to come/to be from 

venir de = to have just done 
*revenir = to come back  
*devenir = to become 
se souvenir = to remember  

--------------------------------------- 

tenir = to hold 
soutenir = to support 

appartenir à = to belong to 

*sortir = to go out ; to 

take out 
*partir = to leave 

servir = to serve 

---------------------------- 

vivre = to live 
survivre=to survive 
suivre = to follow 
poursuivre= to pursue 

devoir= to must 
recevoir = to receive 

---------------------------- 

courir= to run  

---------------------------- 

connaître= to know 
reconnaître= to 

recognize 

paraître= to seem 

voir = to see 
croire = to believe 
-----------------------  
écrire = to write 

lire = to read 

------------------------ 

atteindre = to attain 
craindre = to fear 
éteindre = to turn off 

peindre = to paint 

( These conjugate like –er 

verbs in the present.) 

offrir = to offer 
ouvrir= to open 
couvrir= to cover 
découvrir= to discover 
PP: -ert (offert, couvert) 
------------------------ 

conduire= to drive 

produire= to produce 



AP French Summer Work:  Past Participles  

1 aimé liked/loved  35 agi took action  69 *venu came 

2 *arrivé arrived, 

happened 

36 choisi chose 70 *revenu came back 

3 cherché looked for 37 élargi enlarged 71 *devenu became 

4 commencé began 38 établi established 72 se souvenu remembered 

5 compté counted 39 fini finished 73 tenu held 

6 continué continued 40 grandi grew 74 soutenu supported 

7 décidé de decided to 41 réagi reacted 75 appartenu belonged( to) 

8 demandé asked (for) 42 réfléchi thought about 76 *sorti went/took out 

9 donné gave 43 rempli (re)filled 77 *parti left 

10 *entré went in, 

entered 

44 réussi did well; 

passed (a test) 

78 servi served 

11 envoyé sent 45 uni unified; 

united 

79 vécu lived 

12 essayé tried 46 réuni reunited 80 survécu survived 

13 joué played 47 attendu waited for 81 suivi followed 

14 *monté went up; got 

in/on 

48 défendu defended 82 poursuivi pursued 

15 montré showed 49 dépendu de depended on 83 dû had to; owed 

16 parlé spoke 50 *descendu went down, 

got out of 

84 reçu received; got 

17 *passé passed (by); 

spent (time) 

51 entendu heard 85 couru ran 

18 pensé thought 52 perdu lost 86 connu met (knew) 

19 porté wore, carried 53 rendu returned sthg. 87 reconnu recognized 

20 *rentré went home 54 rendu visite à visited (s.o.) 88 paru seemed 

21 *resté stayed 55 répondu answered 89 vu saw 

22 *retourné returned (to a 

place) 
56 se…entendu got along with 90 cru believed 

23 semblé seemed 57 vendu sold 91 écrit wrote 

24 *tombé fell 58 été was 92 lu read 

25 trouvé found 59 eu had ; got 93 atteint reached 

26 travaillé worked 60 *allé went 94 craint feared 

27 mis put; placed 61 fait did ; made 95 éteint turned off 

28 remis put back ;  62 su learned ; knew 96 peint painted 

29 promis promised 63 dit said ; told 97 pris took 

30 permis permitted 64 voulu wanted 98 appris learned 

31 plu rained 65 pu was able to 99 compris understood 

32 fallu was necessary 66 valu was worth 100 surpris surprised 

33 *mort died ; is dead 67 conduire conduit 101 promis promised 

34 *né was born 68 produire produit 102 ouvert opened 

      103 découvert discovered 

 

*Verbs marked with an asterisk (*) conjugate with être in the passé composé. 
 


